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Outline:

1. Review of black hole information paradox

2. Relation to smoothness of the horizon

3. A holographic reconstruction of the black hole interior (based on work
with Suvrat Raju)

4. Recent developments



Basic formulation of the information paradox

|Ψ〉 ⇒ ρthermal?

Inconsistent with unitary evolution in Quantum Mechanics
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Consider the entanglement entropy of the reduced density matrix ρN of the
first N Hawking particles

SN = −Tr(ρN log ρN )

If BH evaporation is unitary, SN must eventually go to zero



Normal “burning” process

Photons appear to be thermal

There are small correlations between photons

Accurate measurement of correlations ⇒ ALL of information initial state



Hawking computation is a semiclassical approximation

We expect quantum corrections

...

Can small corrections to Hawking’s computation resolve the
information paradox by small correlations between photons?



Claim: Unitarity can be restored in Hawking evaporation, at the price of
introducing exponentially small (of order e−SBH ) corrections simple
observables of the form

〈φ(x1)φ(x2)...φ(xn)〉 n ≪ SBH

This claim relies on a basic property of Quantum Statistical Mechanics:

“in large systems, typical pure states look like mixed states when probed by
simple observables”



Pure states vs mixed states

E

Consider Hilbert space HE spanned by eigenstates Ei ∈ (E,E +∆E), with
dimHE = D = eS ≫ 1.

Typical pure state |Ψ〉 = ∑D
i=1 ci|Ei〉 {ci} ∈ S

2D−1

Microcanonical ensemble, mixed state ρmicro =
1
DIE



Theorem: [Lloyd, Balasubramanian et al.]

Define 〈A〉micro = Tr(ρmicroA)

We also define the average over pure states in HE

〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉 ≡
∫

[dµΨ]〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉

where [dµΨ] is the Haar measure. Then for any observable A we have

〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉 = 〈A〉micro

and

variance ≡ (〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉2)− (〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉)2 = 1

eS + 1

(
〈A2〉micro − (〈A〉micro)

2
)

reasonable observables have the same expectation value in most pure states,
up to exponentially small corrections.



Entanglement entropy of subsystem [Page]
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Large system B in typical pure state |Ψ〉

Subsystem A: if A is small, reduced density matrix is exponentially close to
maximally mixed and its EE is proportional to size of A. This breaks down
once |A| > |B|

2

Toy model: spin chain (off-diagonal terms, initially exponentially small,

become important when |A| > |B|
2 )



Resolution of basic version of information paradox

Exponentially small corrections to Hawking’s computation can restore unitarity

S
A

Hawking

exact

t

〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉 = Tr[ρA] +O(e−S)



Smooth spacetime and entanglement
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|0〉M =
1√
Z

∏

ω

∞∑

n=0

e−
βωn

2 |n〉L ⊗ |n〉R



Mathur/AMPS version of the information paradox
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old black hole

Strong subadditivity of EE paradox [Mathur], [Almheiri, Marolf, Polchinski, Sully

(AMPS)]

SAB + SBC ≥ SA + SC

Mathur’s theorem (2009): “small corrections cannot resolve the paradox” (?)



Quantum Chaos vs Entanglement

B

c

Smooth horizon requires specific pattern of entanglement between field
operators at B and C

Fragile under perturbations due to chaotic nature of system

Hard to imagine how typical states will end up with the correct, specific
entanglement needed for smoothness



[Shenker, Stanford]

A

For T > logS (scrambling time) ⇒ backreaction.

“Correct entanglement” of |TFD〉 disrupted even by small perturbations due
to chaos.



Is the horizon smooth?
Monogamy of Entanglement problem

Typicality vs Entanglement problem

Firewall/fuzzball?



Black hole complementarity
Hilbert space of Quantum Gravity:

Hinside ⊗Houtside

Mathur/AMPS problem (subadditivity) resolved

Locality in effective field theory?

Mathematical framework?

Some progress [K.P and S.Raju]⇒ New ingredient: “State-dependence” (also
solves the Typicality vs Entanglement problem)



The information paradox in AdS/CFT

Big Black Hole in AdS ⇔ Quark-Gluon-Plasma microstate



The black hole interior in AdS/CFT

The hard part of the information paradox is to reconcile unitarity with the
smoothness of the horizon.

Does a big black hole in AdS have a smooth interior and can the CFT
describe it?

In recent years some progress has been made:

i) Smoothness of horizon for AdS black holes relies on existence of certain
operators in the CFT, with specific properties.

ii) Arguments against the existence of these operators (and hence in favor of
“firewalls”) [AMPSS: AMPS+ Stanford, Bousso, Harlow, Marolf-Polchinski]

iii) Proposal on how to identifiy these operators and how these arguments can
be evaded [KP, Suvrat Raju]



Local observables in AdS/CFT?



φ(x) =

∫
dY K(x, Y )O(Y )

where K is some known kernel (smearing function).

Locality in bulk is approximate:

1. (Probably) true in 1/N perturbation theory
2. Unlikely that [φCFT(P1), φCFT(P2)] = 0 to e−N2

accuracy
3. Locality may break down for high-point functions (perhaps no bulk

spacetime interpretation)



Black Hole Exterior

Local bulk field outside horizon of AdS black hole

φ(t,Ω, z) =
∑

m

∫ ∞

0
dωOω,m fβ

ω,m(t,Ω, z) + h.c.

〈O†
ω,mOω,m〉 ∼ e−βω

1− e−βω

(interesting subtleties about large l modes, gauge invariance, 1/N corrections
etc.)



Need for interior modes

EFT: we need a new set of modes b̃ which commute with b, and which are
entangled with b.

We identified b with modes of O in CFT.

Central question:

Which CFT operators correspond to b̃? — whatever these operators are,
we denote them as Õ.



Counting argument, against existence of b̃ operators in CFT (AMPSS)

The required algebra between b̃, b̃†, H is inconsistent with spectrum of states
in CFT



[̃b, b̃†] = 1 ⇒ b̃† = “creation operator”

⇒ b̃† should not annihilate (typical) states of the CFT (∗).

On the other hand
[H, b̃†] = −ωb̃†

implies that b̃† lowers the energy so it maps CFT states of energy E to E −ω.

But in CFT, we have S(E) > S(E − ω).

⇒ if b̃† is an ordinary linear operator, it must have a nontrivial kernel.

Inconsistent with statement (*).

⇒ The CFT does not contain b̃ operators and cannot describe the BH interior
(?)



Construction of interior operators



For smooth horizon we expect

φ(t,Ω, z) =
∑

m

∫ ∞

0
dω

[
Oω,m e−iωtYm(Ω)g(1)ω,m(z) + h.c.

+ Õω,m e−iωt Ym(Ω) g(2)ω,m(z) + h.c.
]

where the modes Õω,m must satisfy certain conditions



The Õω,m’s (mirror operators) must obey the following conditions, in order to
have smooth interior:

1. For every O there is a Õ
2. The algebra of Õ’s is isomorphic to that of the O’s

3. The Õ’s commute with the O’s

4. The Õ’s are “correctly entangled” with the O’s

Equivalently:

Correlators of all these operators on |Ψ〉 must reproduce (at large N) those of
the thermofield-double state

|TFD〉 =
∑

i

e−βEi/2

√
Z

|Ei, Ẽi〉

〈Ψ|O(t1)...Õ(tk)..O(tn)|Ψ〉 ≈ 1

Z
Tr

[
O(t1)...O(tn)O(tk + i

β

2
)...O(tn)

]



Defining the “small Hilbert space HΨ”

Suppose we have a typical BH microstate |Ψ〉 and bulk observer at t = 0.

Consider possible simple experiments the observer can perform within EFT.

To describe those, we do not need the entire Hilbert space of the CFT, but
rather a smaller subspace.

If φ(x) is a bulk field, the states we need to use are

φ(x)|Ψ〉

φ(x1)φ(x2)|Ψ〉, ...
φ(x1)...φ(xn)|Ψ〉, ...

and their linear combinations, where the number of insertions n does not
scale with N and the points xi are not too spread-out in time.



Defining the “small Hilbert space HΨ”

In the CFT BH microstate → typical QGP state |Ψ〉

Bulk field φ related to boundary single-trace operator O

A= “algebra” of small products of single-trace operators

A = span of{O(t1, ~x1), O(t1, ~x1)O(t2, ~x2), ...}

Here T is a long time scale and we also need some UV regularization.



Defining the “small Hilbert space HΨ”

We define

HΨ = A|Ψ〉 = {span of : O(t1, ~x1)...O(tn, ~xn))|Ψ〉}

Simple EFT experiments in the bulk, around BH |Ψ〉 take place within HΨ

The interior operators Õ will be defined to act only on this subspace.

HΨ is similar to “code subspace”



Important point:

HΨ = A|Ψ〉 = {span of : O(t1, ~x1)...O(tn, ~xn))|Ψ〉}
already contains the states describing the BH interior! (i.e. states we would
get in bulk EFT by acting with b̃)

entanglement, compare with Reeh-Schlieder theorem in QFT

The CFT operators that will correspond to b̃, will act within the subspace HΨ

We will call them mirror operators and denote them by Õ. Notice that O, Õ
must commute.



A typical BH microstate |Ψ〉 cannot be annihilated by (nonvanishing)
elements of the small algebra A



Constructing the mirror operators (Tomita-Takesaki) We have the “small
algebra” A acting on HΨ = A|Ψ〉, with the property that it cannot annihilate
the state.

⇒ the representation of the algebra is reducible, and the algebra has a
nontrivial commutant acting on the same space.

Define antilinear map
SA|Ψ〉 = A†|Ψ〉

and
∆ = S†S

and then we can write
J = S∆−1/2

where J is (anti)-unitary. Then the correct mirror operators are

Õ = JOJ



The operator ∆ is a positive, hermitian operator and can be written as

∆ = e−K

where
K = “modular Hamiltonian′′

For entangled bipartite system A×B this construction would give
KA ∼ log(ρA) i.e. the usual modular Hamiltonian for A.

In the large N gauge theory and using the KMS condition for correlators of
single-trace operators we find that for equilibrium states

K = β(HCFT − E0)



Constructing the mirror operators

Õω|Ψ〉 = e−
βω

2 O†
ω|Ψ〉

and
ÕωO....O|Ψ〉 = O...OÕω|Ψ〉

[H, Õω]O....O|Ψ〉 = ωÕωO....O|Ψ〉

These conditions are self-consistent because A|Ψ〉 6= 0, which in turns relies
on

1. The algebra A is not too large
2. The state |Ψ〉 is complicated (this definition would not work around the

ground state of CFT)



Reconstructing the interior

φ(t, r,Ω) =
∑

m

∫ ∞

0
dω

[
Oω,m e−iωtYm(Ω)g(1)ω,m(r) + h.c.

+Õω,m e−iωt Ym(Ω) g(2)ω,m(r) + h.c.
]

Low point functions of these operators reproduce those of effective field
theory in the interior of the black hole

⇒

Nothing dramatic when crossing the horizon



Realization of Complementarity
The operators Õ seem to commute with the O’s

This is only approximate: the commutator [O, Õ] = 0 only inside low-point
functions i.e. in the “small Hilbert space” HΨ

If we consider N2-point functions, then we find that the construction cannot
be performed since we will violate

A|Ψ〉 6= 0, for A 6= 0

or in a sense we will find that [O, Õ] 6= 0 inside complicated correlators.

Relatedly, we can express the Õ’s as very complicated combination of O’s.

Simple vs Complicated experiments and decomposition of Hilbert
space in interior× exterior



Black Hole interior is not independent Hilbert space, but highly scrambled
version of exterior

C

A

In our construction:

Exterior of black hole ⇒ local operators φ

Interior of black hole ⇒ local operators φ̃

In low-point correlators φ, φ̃ seem to be independent

If we act with too many (order SBH) of φ’s we can “reconstruct” the φ̃’s



State dependence of construction

The operators Õ are defined as linear operators acting only on the “small
Hilbert space” around any given state.

Different microstate — different “small Hilbert space“— different linear
operators Õ

Can we stitch them together into globally defined (linear) operators?

NO , eS states, overlaps between HΨ’s too large, counting arguments of
AMPSS, MP

State dependence naturally solves the Entanglement vs Typicality
problem since Õ are selected by the entanglement.



Eternal black hole

(evidence for state dependence, 1502.06692 )



∃ general agreement that eternal BH has smooth interior

In some conventions the wormhole is centered at tL = tR = 0. We call the
corresponding CFT state |TFD〉.

〈TFD| OL(tL = 0) OR(tR = 0)|TFD〉 ∼ O(1)



The |TFD〉 has the exact symmetry

(HR −HL)|TFD〉 = 0

which implies
ei(HR−HL)t|TFD〉 = |TFD〉

On the other hand

ei(HR+HL)t|TFD〉 = 1√
Z

∑

i

e−
βEi
2 e2iEit |Ei〉L ⊗ |Ei〉R

is a genuinely new state due to the phases (large diff in bulk).



Time-shifted wormhole

Consider the state
|ΨT 〉 ≡ eiHLT |TFD〉

In the bulk, the state |ΨT 〉 is related to |TFD〉 by a large diff (which acts as a
time translation on the left boundary, and as identity on the right boundary).

T

An observer jumps from the right CFT at tR = 0 into the state |ΨT 〉. Does
he/she experience a smooth horizon?

Right-relational observables invariant under left-sided large diffs.



This implies that the state

|ΨT 〉 ≡ eiHLT |TFD〉

should appear to be smooth to the observer who jumps from the right CFT at
tR = 0.

Moreover, this should be true for all T , even it if T ∼ eS



We have a class of states |ΨT 〉, which all appear to be smooth to the observer
who jumps from the right CFT at tR = 0.

We will now prove that this can only happen if we allow state-dependence.

Equivalently, we will assume that this behavior can be reproduced by
state-independent operators, and we will run into a contradiction.

This will provide us with a strong argument in favor of state-dependence

(similar arguments, different conclusion Marolf and Wall)



Time-shifted wormhole

Suppose that the observer jumps from the right CFT at tR = 0 and measures
the “occupation number” of some infalling mode behind the horizon. Suppose
this occupation number is described by a state-independent, linear operator
N . Then from the previous arguments we have the prediction that

〈ΨT |N |ΨT 〉 = 0 for all T

or

∑

E

e−βE

Z
〈E,E|N |E,E〉+

∑

E 6=E′

e−
β(E+E′)

2

Z
〈E′, E′|N |E,E〉ei(E−E′)T ≈ 0

Take long time average to kill off-diagonal terms

∑

E

e−βE

Z
〈E,E|N |E,E〉 ≈ 0



〈E,E|N|E,E〉 = 0

so |E,E〉 is smooth.

According to the AMPSS/MP counting arguments, for a single CFT, |E〉 is
singular. How can it be that |E,E〉 is now smooth? Why does one CFT care
about the existence of another copy if there is no entanglement?

More precise argument: let us demand as a condition, that if there is no
entanglement between two systems there should be no wormhole.

This implies, that for any unitary UL on the left CFT (even a complicated
one) we should have

〈E,E|U †
LN UL|E,E〉 = 〈E,E|N |E,E〉 = 0

since N was right-relationally defined.



No wormhole condition ⇒ all |E′, E〉 are smooth, for any E,E′.

This is too strong to be consistent with state-independence. Easy to show
that we again run into AMPSS, MP counting arguments.

Conclusion: We assumed eternal black hole is smooth and that the interior
operators are state-independent and we found a contradiction



Possibilities:

1. Eternal black hole has a firewall

2. AdS 6= CFT (maybe related to superselection sectors of Marolf-Wall, ... )

3. State-dependence



Entangled systems and ER/EPR

Our mirror operator construction automatically reproduces the same physics.



Summary

Reconstructing the BH interior is an outstanding problem in AdS/CFT

Proposed approach: the mirror operator construction

State-dependence plays a key role



Outlook

1. Certain subtleties (phase rotations, etc.)

2. Measurement theory for infalling observer: uniqueness, selection of Õ,
dynamics

3. Robustness of the construction: coarse graining to define “small algebra”,
1/N corrections

4. Probing the singularity



THANK YOU



Toy model for complementarity

(in progress: with S. Banerjee, J. Brijan and S.Raju)



A toy model for complementarity

Consider a holographic CFT on Sd−1 × time in the ground state

P

Consider a time-band on the boundary of length T < πR (AdS light-crossing
time)

The gray causal diamond around center of AdS is spacelike relative to
time-band on boundary

According to EFT a local operator φ(P ) should commute with local operators
in time-band (up to Gauss-law tails)



P

Two related questions:

1. The gray causal diamond seems to be behind a horizon for observers in
complementary annular wedge. Can we define ”mirror operators“ to
reconstruct the interior of the gray diamond?

2. A puzzle: φ(P ) seems to commute with all CFT local operators within
time-band, but then ”time-slice axiom“ → φ(P ) ∼ identity (?)



Simple vs Complex operators

If we act with arbitrary numbers of local operators in the band, we
(presumably) get the full algebra of operators in the CFT. Clearly φ(P )
cannot really commute with the full algebra of (complicated) operators in the
time band

Bulk EFT requires φ(P ) to commute only within simple correlation functions
of local operators in the band



P

Define the ”small algebra“ generated by a small number of local operators in
the time band

A = span of{O(t1, ~x1), O(t1, ~x1)O(t2, ~x2), ...}

and the ”small Hilbert space“ as H|0〉 = A|0〉 . Because the ground state is
entangled this space already contains states with excitations inside the gray
diamond.

We should be able to define ”mirror operators“ acting on this space, and
which can be used to reconstruct φ(P )



P

These mirror operators approximately commute with single-trace operators
within the time-band.

This can only be approximate due to time-slice axiom. The mirror operators
in this case can be re-expressed as very complicated combinations of operators
within the time-band.

Toy model of black hole complementarity (without black holes...)



P

Consider small algebra A and small Hilbert space H|0〉 = A|0〉.

As in case of BH, the representation of A on H|0〉 is reducible and there is
nontrivial commutant.

This follows from the fact that: if T < πR we cannot annihilate |0〉 with
simple local operators in time-band.

We can define
SA|0〉 = A†|0〉

and then the commutant of the algebra is Â = SAS.



P

What is the modular hamiltonian? log(S†S) =?

From bulk point of view, it seems that it may act non-locally in the diamond.

Different from AdS-Rindler wedge decomposition (or from causal diamond in
flat-space CFT) where modular Hamiltonian is symmetry generator



Relation to ”precursors“

P

Reconstructing point P via mirror operators vs precursors ?



Mathur’s theorem (2009)

Inequality ⇒“ Small corrections to Hawking’s computation cannot restore
unitarity”

Questions:

1) What do we mean by “small corrections”, small corrections to what?
2) What are the assumptions that go into the theorem?

Mathur’s theorem assumes:
1) Locality/Independence of Hilbert spaces (it uses strong subadditivity)
2) State independence



Corrections only to quantum state of B + C (small Hilbert space) ⇒ cannot
restore unitarity

vs

Corrections to quantum state of A+B + C (large Hilbert space) ⇒ CAN
restore unitarity



ER=EPR from the mirror construction
(Maldacena, Susskind: entanglement = wormhole)



CFT entangled with other system S

|Ψ〉 =
∑

ia

cia|Ψi〉CFT ⊗ |φa〉S

S could be

-Small system (qubit)

-Large system (possibly same CFT), generic entanglement

-Same CFT, special entanglement (for example TFD state)

How do we describe BH interior for observer falling from the CFT? Is there a
wormhole, is it geometric?



Mirror operators for entangled systems

ACFT = small algebra of simple operators in CFT

AS = (relevant) algebra of operators in system S.

We define
Aproduct ≡ ACFT ⊗AS

Now the “small Hilbert space” HΨ is defined as

HΨ = Aproduct|Ψ〉

In general this is larger than just ACFT|Ψ〉 (but in cases with special
entanglement, like the TFD, the two spaces may be the same)



In the general case the Hilbert space

HΨ = Aproduct|Ψ〉

will decompose into a direct sum

HΨ =
⊕

j

Hj
Ψ

of subspaces Hj
Ψ, each of which are closed under the algebra ACFT

We identify an equilibrium state |Ψ〉j within each of the Hj
Ψ. Notice that

Hj
Ψ = ACFT|Ψ〉j

We define the Õ to act within each Hj
Ψ as before.

Finally, the Õ on the entire HΨ are the sum of individual Õ for each Hj
Ψ.



Example 1: TFD

In this case we have ACFT = simple operators in CFTR and AS = simple
operators in CFTL.

Because of special entanglement of TFD we have relations like

OL,ω|TFD〉 = e−
βω

2 O†
R,ω|TFD〉

and more generally

AL|TFD〉 = e−
βHR

2 A†
Re

βHR
2 |TFD〉



Example 1: TFD

In this case Aproduct|Ψ〉 = ACFT|Ψ〉 so we simply define the mirror operators

Õ, as usual, relative to the state |TFD〉

ÕωAR|TFD〉 = e−
βω

2 ARO†
ω|TFD〉

[HR, Õω]AR|TFD〉 = ωÕωAR|TFD〉
This reproduces the geometric wormhole between the two CFTs, which is
expected for the TFD.

[OL, Õ] 6= 0 , [HL, Õ] = 0



Example 2: generic entangled state of 2 CFTs

|Ψ〉 =
∑

ij

cij |Ei〉L ⊗ |Ej〉R

Typical state with same amount of entanglement as TFD (but random
pattern of entanglement). In this case the states OR|Ψ〉 and OL|Ψ〉 are
linearly independent. So now

Aproduct|Ψ〉 ∼ (ACFT|Ψ〉)2



Example 2: generic entangled state of 2 CFTs

No (short) geometric wormhole

However, Õ operators for right CFT DO have support on left CFT



Rotating phases

Marolf and Polchinski (2015): If typical states have smooth interior then ⇒
violation of Born rule:

There are states |Ψ1〉, |Ψ2〉 with “orthogonal physical interpretation” but with
state-vectors which are almost parallel

|〈Ψ1|Ψ2〉| ≈ 1



In the smooth AdS/Hartle-Hawking state bulk modes are entangled as

|HH〉 = 1√
Z

∞∑

n=0

e−
βωn

2 |n, ñ〉

Horizon is smooth because state is annihilated by “infalling modes”

a = b− e−
βω

2 b̃† a|HH〉 = 0

Consider the number operator Nb = b†b and the new state

|HH′〉 ≡ eiθNb |HH〉 = 1√
Z

∞∑

n=0

eiθne−
βωn

2 |n, ñ〉

This is no longer annihilated by a ⇒ EFT predicts that in |HH′〉 the infalling
observer should detect an excitation for the mode ω.
States |HH〉 and |HH′〉 have different physical interpretation and
corresponding state-vectors have small overlap. So all seems OK in bulk EFT.



CFT analysis
Consider the Hilbert space HE of states of energy approximately E

|Ψ〉 =
∑

i

ci|Ei〉

For Nω = O†
ωOω we have in the large N limit that [HCFT , Nω] = 0.

Hence the unitary
U = eiθNω

does not change the energy of the state and maps HE mostly into itself.
If we combine this statement with the other previous assumptions that:

1. Typical states in HE have smooth, unexcited horizon

2. U maps unexcited to excited states
then we conclude that there must be state-vectors in HE which are very
close, but which have “orthogonal” physical interpretation.

This seems to violate the Born rule, and MP argue that there is an
experiment where an observer can detect this violation.



Consider the analogue of the Hawking computation on the background of the
AdS black hole.

It predicts that the bulk field is in the AdS/Hartle-Hawking state.

Bulk-bulk correlators factorize to 2-point functions, which are thermal.

Using the AdS/CFT correspondence and that φ ↔ O, this seems to predict
that at late times, CFT correlators of the form

〈Ψ|O(x1)...O(xn)|Ψ〉

factorize to products of thermal 2-point functions.

How is this possible if the state is pure? (where is the information of the
state?)



From general arguments of quantum statistical mechanics we expect (for
n ≪ N) that

〈Ψ|O(x1)...O(xn)|Ψ〉 = 1

Z
Tr

[
e−βHO(x1)...O(xn)

]
+ small corrections

which is precisely what the bulk AdS Hawking computation predicts.

When measuring simple observables (low-point functions) typical pure states
and thermal states give almost the same results.

However, for complicated correlators with n ∼ SBH ∼ N2 insertions we
expect to see large deviations. These complicated correlators encode the
exact information of the pure state. These may not necessarily correspond to
some geometric computation in the bulk.

So there is no paradox, if we keep in mind that EFT is reliable only for certain
observables.
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